
Content that’s buried on your website or sitting on your desk won’t get you many good 
leads. You need to offer your content to your prospects to grab their attention, entice them 
to read, and persuade them to click through so you can follow up. 

Follow these 3 steps to use your content to turn prospects into leads:
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For your content to create leads, first, offer it to the right people. 

It’s a fact that some prospects stand to benefit from your product more than others. Identify as 
many of those high-value prospects as possible and build your list around them. 

If you skip this step or fail to give it the attention it deserves, none of the next steps matter much. 

Look at your current client list, and target similar companies. Think about your prospects’ 
underlying problems and experiences, and target those prospects with content that matters to 
them. You’ll get more opens and clicks, and they’ll all be ripe for follow-up.

1. START WITH A STRONG LIST

T U R N  C O N T E N T  I N T O  L E A D S

Next, entice your readers to act on your content with a focused, engaging email message. 

A good email takes your readers on a journey. It starts with an attention-grabbing subject line, 
continues with a message that speaks to their problems and challenges, and ends with a clear call-
to-action that makes clicking through a natural and easy next step. 

In fact, your entire message is a call-to-action whose lone goal is to prompt your reader to take that 
next step by clicking a link to get their hands on what you’re offering. 

Craft a subject line that stands out in your reader’s inbox. Write a clear, concise message that 
focuses on your offer, gets to the point, and makes it easy for your reader to say “yes.”

2. CRAFT AN EMAIL THAT PROMPTS ACTION

A clear, focused landing page is the final step in turning content into solid leads for your business. 

Good landing pages provide you with critical information about your prospect. They tell you who’s 
really interested in your offer, suggesting which leads are more “sales-ready.” They also capture 
details about your prospects through the use of form-fills. 

Use your landing page to reinforce your offer with a strong headline, additional benefits related to 
your content, and a clear call-to-action.

3. CAPTURE LEADS WITH A LANDING PAGE


